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Abstract
This thesis has been done during the spring of 2015 for Magnus Ivarsson. The
purpose of this thesis has been to develop a mechanical design concept of a robot
which will be used for gaming via internet. The expectation in the future is that
the robot will be used daily for long periods of time. Therefore it needs to be
sustainable and easy to repair.
The project started with discussions with Magnus where he explained more in
detail his thought about the development of the project and what he had done
earlier.
The project was performed mainly by following Ullman’s Method “The
mechanical design process”.
Criteria were set together with Magnus to use for evaluation of the different
concepts. Objective evaluation methods have been used mostly to compare the
concepts to each other. Some concepts have been evaluated only by discussions.
When the concept was completed a 3D CAD model with 2D drawings was made
to create a prototype of in the future. The result was a robot that can move in all
directions with the help of three Omni wheels. It also has a head that can rotate so
that the player can look in any direction as well.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1
Background
This project is about developing a robot which will be used for computer gaming.
The robot shall be able to move in any direction and rotate on ground level.
Computer gaming have grown very fast the last years and it´s a huge activity for
today’s youths but also for older persons. There are many different types of games
and a very popular type is the one called “first person shooter” (FPS). In FPS
games you see the game from a first person perspective of the character that is
being played in the game. Most often these games are action games which contain
shooting with weapons, which describe why it is called “first person shooter”.
This project wants to take this kind of gaming to “the next level”. The goal is to
develop a physical robot which the players can control from their computers. The
player pays for a certain period of time they want to play. Then the player can
login and take control of a robot. There will be an arena with many robots
shooting at each other to gain points. The players will see the game from the
robots first person perspective with the help of a camera. Players who are not in
the game can spectate the game from either a players view or from an overview
camera fitted in the ceiling.
This game will be between reality and ordinary virtual computer gaming. The
robots the players control are real, but the players are still at home by their own
computers.
1.1.1 Presentation of the client
This project is being done for Magnus Ivarsson who was participating in a
challenge called “Draknästet” in Swedish TV8. This is a challenge where
entrepreneurs can show their ideas for investors and Venture Capitalists and
convince them to invest in their idea. They liked Magnus idea and now they want
him to show a model/concept that could actually work for the idea.
1.2
Aim and goals
The goal with this project is to develop a concept with a 3D model and 2D
drawings for a robot. The robot shall be durable since it´s expected to be used for
long periods of time and easy to maintain. The robot will be used for gaming via
Wi-Fi and the user will sit at his or hers own computer controlling the physical
robot. This project is only concerning the mechanical solutions of the robot. The
electrical components are mainly chosen by Magnus but they have been discussed
with the authors as well.
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1.3
Problem definition
The project is a product development project where the students are supposed to
make a concept model of a robot used for gaming via Wi-Fi. From the
requirements Magnus Ivarsson given, the robot shall be able to move in any
direction and rotate. It shall also be durable and easy to repair if needed. Therefore
standard industry components should be used if possible so spare parts always are
available.
1.4
Limitations
The limitations Magnus given for the mechanical design of this robot are not that
many since it’s a new idea and Magnus doesn’t know exactly what will be the
best solution for this purpose. In this project no physical prototypes will be made,
but a concept will be developed ready to make a prototype from.
The authors’ part in this project is to design a concept of the mechanical robot
with all important parts included. The electrical components will be chosen by
Magnus after discussions with the authors. The electrical components will be
programmed and connected by Magnus Ivarsson. Finally a body shell will be
created for a good appearance of the robot when the mechanical design is tested
and completed. Therefore the design of the body shell is not included in this
project.
1.5
Individual responsibilities and efforts during the project
Most of the project will be done together by the students. It’s a product
development project where communication is important to evaluate and discuss
ideas. The theoretical framework have been divided between the authors and then
discussed together.
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2. Method
In this chapter the methods used in this project will be explained and discussed.
The advantages and disadvantages with the methods will be presented in a
scientific perspective.
The project began with a literature research such as scientific articles, books and
other relevant documentation about mechanical solutions. Articles have been
mostly collected from the database “Compendex” from Halmstad University’s
homepage. Research about similar products has also been made by researching
existing products from different vendors.
Discussions with Magnus Ivarsson have proceeded during the project to evaluate
ideas and discuss upcoming problems and thoughts. The final concept will be
visualized in Catia V5 and drawings will be made according to “Ritteknik 2000
faktabok” (Taavola 2011).
2.1
Alternative methods
There are many suitable methods for a product development project, but the
authors are most familiar with:
“The mechanical design process” (Ullman, 2010)
“Principkonstruktion” (Olsson 1995) and “Primärkonstruktion” (Olsson 1995).
There is also another method by SVID (Swedish institute of industrial design), but
this method primarily focus on aesthetic design and not product development,
which makes this method not very suitable for this project.
2.1.1 The mechanical design process
The steps of Ullman's method (Ullman, 2010) can be seen in figure 2.1.
Product discovery
This is where the problem of the
product idea is discovered.
Sometimes companies have a list
of problems/ project to develop.
In this case this has already been
done by the project owner
Magnus Ivarsson.

Product
Discovery

Project
Planning

Product
Definition

Conceptual
Design

Product
Development

Product
Support

Figure 2.1: The mechanical design process (Ullman 2010, 82)
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Project planning
A project planning needs to be done to clarify the tasks/steps that have to be done
and what deliverables there are in every step and estimate the time and resources
needed for each task. A Gantt chart is commonly used to visualize the planning.
Product definition
Project definition is about understanding the problem and makes the foundation to
all coming work in the project. The main problem is often very obvious but there
are often underlying problems which are not that obvious in the beginning. Many
unknown problems appear during the project.
In the project definition phase, customers are identified and customers'
requirements are generated. Evaluate the competition and generate engineering
specifications and set up targets for the project. A QFD-house could be used for
the product definition where the customer and the functional requirements are set.
Conceptual design
In this phase a large number of concepts are generated based on the product
definition and earlier work in the project. There are many different tools in order
to generate good concepts mentioned in the book, for example brainstorming,
brainwriting (3-6-5) and TRIZ are some of them.
Then the concepts are evaluated according to the customers' requirements that
were set up earlier. This can be done with a decision matrix called Pugh's method.
The method will show which one of the concepts that is the best according the
requirements.
Product development
When the concepts have been evaluated the best one will be taken to the next step
which is to refine the concept to a more detailed level. Components will be
specified such as if there are already existing components that can be used or if it
has to be special made for the product.
The product will also be evaluated for cost, assembly, performance and more
called DFX. Technical documentation must be done in this phase, such as
drawings, bill of material and more.
Product support
This phase is about supporting vendors, customers, manufacturing and assembly
for the product but also about marketing and work with any engineering changes
if needed. Applying for patents is another thing that might have to be done. For
products that are designed for short terms of use the retirement could also be an
aspect that needs to be considered.
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2.1.2 “Principkonstruktion” and “Primärkonstruktion”
Olsson's method for product development is divided into two parts,
“Principkonstruktion” (Conceptual design), which is about developing a principal
solutions and “Primärkonstruktion” (Primary design) which is about generating
the completed product. In the report the Swedish names of “Principkonstruktion”
and “primärkonstruktion” will be translated to English “Conceptual design” and
“Primary design”. The included elements will also be translated to English.
Conceptual design
In Conceptual design the following steps are included:


Product definition
The purpose of the product, the area of use, the user is defined and more.



Product research and development of criteria (requirements and wishes)
Product research consists of collecting as much information as possible
from for example already existing similar products and the usage of them.
The criteria are set after the purpose of the product. The criteria will be
evaluated and weighted.



Concept generation
In this step the main structure of the product is shown with some different
concepts. It shows how it´s supposed to work with a model, pictures and
text.



Concept evaluation using “pairwise comparison” and “Pugh’s method”
In Olsson’s method the criteria’ are divided into requirements and wishes.
The requirements need to be fulfilled no matter what while the wishes
should be fulfilled if possible. Therefore the wishes are compared to
prioritize them. Pairwise comparison is a method where all the wishes are
compared against each other in pairs. If criterion x is more, less or as
important as criterion y it gets a certain value set in a matrix. When all the
criteria are compared against each other all the values in the matrix are
counted together for each criterion and the result is showing the
importance (weight) of each wish in relation to the others.
When the wishes are weighted they and their individual weights are
inserted into a Pugh’s decision matrix in which the concepts then are
evaluated.
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Presentation of chosen concept
The chosen concept can be shown with drawings or with a model for
example. Advantages and disadvantages are explained and the criteria are
discussed.

Primary design
The steps that are included in Primary design are the following:


Draft of product
This includes important parts in the product, their coarser dimensions and
how it works.



Choice of components
Components that already exist are chosen for the product in this step such
as screws and bolts, bearings, motors and more.



Detailed design
All components that do not already exist are defined and detailed in this
step to be manufactured later on.



Product overview, manage all documentation.
When all components have been chosen from previous steps a product
compilation is made. Depending on the complexity of the product different
levels of compilations can be made.

2.1.3 Chosen methods for this project
Methods for this product development project will primarily be taken from The
mechanical design process (Ullman 2010), but some elements from Conceptual
design and Primary design (Olsson 1995) will also be used as complement. The
difference between Ullman’s method and the authors used method is that QFDhouse has been replaced with criteria and pairwise comparison and that a slightly
different version of Pugh’s method (See chapter 2.2 for more information).
2.2
Method discussion
The methods mentioned previously are quite similar with some advantages and
some disadvantages. Some elements such as the decision matrixes are very similar
in the two methods, but the authors find Olsson's version of the decision matrix
better. Both of them are called Pugh’s method but are performed a bit differently
in the two books. In Olsson’s version different concepts are evaluated after how
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good they actually are instead of as in Ullman’s method where they are compared
to a base model, not given any respect of how much better or worse they are. They
are only presented either as good, worse or better than the base model. The
authors find this less accurate.
The elements from Olsson's method that is to be used to complete the method of
Ullman are:


Criteria, (requirements and wishes)
In Olsson's method requirements and wishes are set for the product. First a
concept has to fulfill all the requirements before it can go further and be
evaluated in a decision matrix. It is the wishes that will be weighted and
then used as the criteria in the decision matrix which is described below.
In Ullman’s method “customers' requirements” and their weighting are
taken directly from the QFD-house for use as criteria in the decision
matrix.

The authors decide to do it in Olsson's way instead of using QFD because it
provides a more accurate evaluation due to the more accurate criteria weighting
and that the wishes that are used are found more logically applicable than the
”customers' requirements” from the QFD.


Criteria weighting (wishes) pairwise comparison
It gives a more objective and accurate weighting than the one mentioned in
Ullman's method.



Decision matrix with Pugh's method
Pugh's Method is a decision making matrix which is used in both Olsson's
and Ullman's methods, but they are a bit different from each other. Ullman
compares the concepts to a baseline concept, while Olsson compare the
concepts between each other. Since there is no baseline concept in this
project the matrix will be done in that way mentioned in Olsson’s method.
Also, in Olsson's way to do the matrix, the weighting developed in
pairwise comparison is used. The wishes are as criteria instead of the
”customers' requirements” from the QFD.

All the elements of Ullman's method will not be used since all steps aren’t always
relevant. The authors will choose the tools from Ullman's book that they find
relevant.
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3. Theoretical framework
In this chapter relevant literature has been summarized which will be used for
developing the product.
3.1
Summary of relevant literature of the topic
The main area in this project is to develop a robot that will be able to move in any
direction and rotate. Different types of wheels and wheel setup have therefore
been compared. Some different types of electrical motors have also been
reviewed. To create a robot that is as good as possible product development
theories from Olsson and Ullman have been used, see chapter 2. To generate
models in 3D, the CAD program Catia V5 will be used.
3.2
Chosen topic
This is a product development project to develop a robot. Therefore the product
development process has been of great importance.
3.3
CAD
CAD is an abbreviation for Computer-Aided-Design. CAD is used to generate 3D
models in an early stage of the product development process in computer
environment. One of many benefits with CAD is that the model can be “tested”
and measured before money is spent on prototypes (Khemani 2008).
3.4
FEM-Analysis
FEM – analysis in computer environment is a great method to evaluate the
strength of the product. It´s though important that the mesh is correct so that the
result can be trusted. In general, when the results don’t change more than 10%
when refining the mesh, it´s no point going further (Adams 2008). It´s always an
over weighing that have to be made when analyzing with FEM, the smaller the
mesh is the more detailed result will be received but it will also increase the time
needed for the calculations. To simplify the calculations and reduce the time,
simplifications of the geometry can be made. It’s though important that it’s not
simplified too much or that important parts are removed (Adams, Askenazi 1999).
3.5
Multi-directional wheels
To develop a robot able to move in any direction and rotate without involving
another motor to rotate the wheel axis, a special type of wheel is needed. This
type of wheel is called “multi-directional wheels”. There are two types called
“Omni wheel” and “Mecanum wheel”.
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3.5.1 Omni wheels
Omni wheels are wheels with wheels around them (see figure 3.1) which allow
them to move in any direction. There are many types of Omni wheels, different
setups and combinations. Some types of Omni wheels are “Omni directional
double wheels” and “segmented Omni directional wheels”. Two of the most usual
combinations are three Omni wheels in a triangle or four Omni wheels. All the
wheels do always intersect the geometric center. By moving the robot in different
directions different wheels are rotating in different speeds which allow the robots
to rotate or move in any direction from the force vector. More than three wheels is
not necessary for the movement possibilities but can be used for other purposes
such as increased stability (Bemis et al. 2008).

Figure 3.1: Omni-directional wheel

Driving straight forward with three Omni wheels in an isosceles triangle will
reduce the driving speed. Having an Omni wheel setup with four wheels will
instead of losing driving force lose its function and become uncontrollable if one
of the wheels loose connection to the ground. This makes four wheels unsuitable
for uneven floor (WU and Hwang 2008).
Another benefit with three wheels instead of four is that less equipment’s needed
and the robot will also be smaller with lower weight.
To calculate the motion of the robot the relation in velocities between the wheels,
changed position and angle of the robot to fixed coordinates can be seen in (1) and
(2) below.
[

]

In (1) above
in fixed coordinates.

[ ]

(1)

specifies the orientation and position of the wheels/robot
Shows the velocity of each wheel.
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[

(
(

)
)

(
(

( )

)
)

]

(2)

( )

In (2), R is the radius for the wheels and it is the same for all wheels. L is the
length from the center of the robot to the wheels. The angle of the first wheel and
the direction of the robot are (Sharbafi et al. 2010).
3.5.2 Mecanum wheels
The mecanum wheel is a type wheel based on a central “wheel” and around that
wheel there are several of rolls placed in a specific angle (see figure 3.2). By
applying different force to different wheels, different motions in the force vector
will be achieved just like Omni wheels.

Figure 3.2: Design structure of mecanum wheel (Salih et al. 2006)

Typically the rollers are attached on the wheels with one wheel on each side with
+45 degrees and the other wheel with -45 degrees. A difficulty with mecanum
wheels is that it requires at least 4 wheels which make it impossible to control if
there are any failure to friction such as dirt or any of the wheel loses connection
with the ground. Therefore mecanum wheel robots are often equipped with a
suspension to ensure the wheels will be in contact with the ground (Salih et al.
2006).
3.6

Motors

3.6.1 Electrical motors in general
An electrical motor is a rotary actuator that converts electrical energy to kinetic
energy. There are many types of electrical motors, some works with direct current
(DC) and some with alternating current (AC). Electrical motors can be found in a
big range of products, everything from watches, hard drives, robots, fans in
various applications, machine tools, household appliances and vehicles just to
mention a few.
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Common to most electrical motors is that it gets the mechanical energy from
electromagnetism. Most electrical motors works basically with one permanent
magnet or electromagnet and one or many electromagnets. One of those will
rotate and the other one will be fixed. The rotating part is called rotor and the
fixed stationary part is called stator. The rotor turns the main shaft that delivers
the mechanical energy. The rotor is in most cases inside the stator, but can in
some applications be outside of the stator as well.
Electric motors are controlled by a more or less advanced speed controlling
system that controls the power and speed of the motor. Different kinds of motors
require different kinds of speed control systems. There are those which provide a
fixed speed and others that provides variable speed.
Generally the torque of the motor is proportional to the volume of the rotor. What
is often limiting the output power is that the motor must not be overheated. When
overheated, the insulation on the windings of the electromagnets in the motor
melts and shorts the motor. To get more power from the motor without damaging
the windings there are two things that can be done. The windings can have an
insulator that stands higher temperature or the motor can have a better cooling
system. These things make the motor allow more power without overheating.
Small motors have often less efficiency than bigger ones. Often it is better to use a
small high speed motor with a gearbox to get a specific torque, instead of having a
bigger low speed motor to get the same torque. Higher speed on a motor entails a
higher efficiency (Hughes 2006).
3.6.2 Brushed DC motors
The brushed DC motor is one of the simplest kinds of motor. It has a comparably
low price and requires a simple speed controller. But on the other hand does it
need some maintenance in form of replacing the brushes when they are worn out.
The motor has a medium lifespan and unfortunately quite costly brushes and
commutator. Typical applications are for example in toys, steel mills, paper
making machines, automotive accessories and treadmill exercisers (Hughes 2006).
3.6.3 Brushless DC motors
Brushless DC motors are more reliable than the brushed DC motors and requires
less maintenance since they do not have brushes being worn. They are also less
noisy since there is no commutator that the brushes are sliding around. Brushless
DC motors are also overall more efficient than brushed ones. They are also often
lighter than a brushed DC motor for the same power output and have a long
lifespan. They are though more expensive to buy than the brushed motors and
they require a more advanced speed control. Brushless DC motors are commonly
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found in hard disk drives, electric vehicles, RC vehicles and CD/DVD players
(Hughes 2006).
3.6.4 Stepper motors
Stepper motors are very attractive because they are very accurate and it can easily
be controlled directly from a computers or a microcontroller. What makes this
motor unique is that for every pulse from the controller the motor turns one
“step”, which is a fraction of a turn. This makes the turning of the motor very
accurately controlled digitally. The system always knows the exact position of the
motor without a sensor. There are three different basic types of stepper motors for
different purposes with different amounts of steps in a turn and different speeds
and torque. Those are variable reluctance stepper motor, permanent magnet
stepper motor and hybrid stepper motor.
Stepper motors are commonly used in printers, CD drives, industrial automation
machines, speed gauges in cars, satellites for positioning of sun panels and other
applications where high accuracy is needed.
Stepper motors provide a very good precision and a high torque at startup and low
speeds. It can even hold on a position with high torque. They require very low
maintenance.
The drawbacks are that they require a dedicated control circuit, they consume
more current than other DC motors, they can be quite costly and the torque
reduces at higher speeds (Hughes 2006), (Gyorki 1998), (Butcher et al 2014),
(Bendjedia et al 2012).
3.6.5 Servo motors
A servo motor is not an actual type of motor. It consists of a motor (which could
be different motor types) and a sensor system that senses the angle of the motor
very precisely and in some motors even the speed. The sensor system gives
feedback to the control system so that it controls the motor in the desired way.
This makes it possible for very precise control of angular position, velocity and
acceleration. There are servo motors in different sizes and qualities for different
purposes. Generally the price increases with better precision, torque or speed. The
servo motor needs to be controlled by a special controller which often is a special
module which is specifically made for use with servo motors.
Servo motors are commonly used in robotics, steering control of RC vehicles,
CNC machinery and automated manufacturing (Hughes 2006), (Hogan 2005).
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3.6.6 Lego Mindstorms NXT motors
Lego Mindstorms NXT is a simple robotics platform made for creating robotics
out of Lego. Lego Mindstorms NXT has a so called “NXT Brick” which is a
microprocessor which motors and different sensors can be connected to.

Figure 3.3: Lego NXT motor (http://shop.lego.com/en-US/Interactive-Servo-Motor-9842)

The motors which are specially made for the Mindstorms NXT system consist of
a brushed motor, a gearbox and a rotation sensor which measures the speed and
the rotation/position (how many turns the motor has turned) with an accuracy of
one degree. The motor sends this information back to the NXT brick so that
precise movements can be done. The gearbox is made out of plastic gears and the
motor does not have an external axle. Instead there are holes in which a Lego axle
or other Lego arrangements to transfer the power. There are no standardized
fasteners or mounting holes except for Lego's own.
The motor has a maximum rotational speed at 170 rpm and it can provide a
maximum torque at 50 N.cm but works best around 20 N.cm. It has a mechanical
power of about 2 W (Philohome (2)).
The good things with this motor are that it is very accurate and it can be
programmed to turn a certain amount of turns which makes it comparable to a
stepper motor (in the sense of positioning) (Turner 2006).
3.7
Materials
Material selection has a large impact on the performance of the product and the
cost. A relation that is often mentioned is the strength to weight ratio. In this case
the strength will not be that interesting due to the very low forces the robot will be
exposed to. The two most usual metals that will mainly be compared in this
project are steel and aluminum.
3.7.1 Aluminum
Aluminum is the second most used metal after iron due to its properties. It´s a low
weight material (2.7kg/dm3). Aluminum alloys have tensile strengths up to 700
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MPa. In contact with air a very thin oxide layer will cover the metal which gives a
very good protection against corrosion. It´s a metal that is very easy to process
with different manufacturing methods such as bending, forging and rolling. The
environmental aspects are also good. Only 5% of the energy from primary
production is needed to recycle it. Aluminum is used in more or less any areas,
mostly because of its strength to weight ratio (Ullman 2003).
Galvanic corrosion occurs when it´s in contact with a more noble metal. Often a
sacrifice metal is used that is less noble such as magnesium or zinc. This will
prevent the aluminum from corrosion before the less noble metals has corroded
(Profilgruppen, Korrosionshärdighet 2015).
To prevent corrosion a few steps can be used:






Use uniform material in the construction.
Isolate the aluminum against other metals.
Avoid water to cumulate.
Avoid contact with alkalis.
Anodize the aluminum parts.

3.7.2 Steel
Steel is the most used metal in the world. It is an alloy that mostly consists of iron
and a small amount of carbon as alloy material. The properties of steel vary
depending on the amount of carbon it is alloyed with. Steel has a density of
7,8kg/dm3. Steel is not as resistant to corrosion as aluminum for example. To
make the steel more resistant to corrosion it´s often alloyed with at least 12%
chromium (Ullman 2003).
3.8

Literature regarding product development

3.8.1 Product development process
There are a lot of theories regarding the product development process. In this
project two methods will be used as mentioned in Chapter 2.” Conceptual design
and Primary design” (Olsson, 1995) and The Mechanical Design Process
(Ullman, 2010).
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3.8.2 Ideagenerating methods
Brainstorming
There are many different methods that can be used for creative thinking.
According to Nigel Cross (Cross, 2008. 48-51), brainstorming is a usual method
in product development to generate a quantity of ideas. Most important of all is to
not criticize any idea, quantity is more important than quality at this part of the
process. Later on, single ideas that were not good in the beginning can be
combined with other ideas to fulfill the requirements.
Brainwriting
A problem that can occur with brainstorming is that the ideas often are developed
by a few number of persons or a single person. The 6-3-5 method or sometimes
called brainwriting is a developed method based on brainstorming. This method
needs about 6 persons that generate three ideas each and after 5 minutes the ideas
goes to another person that continue on the idea for another 5 minutes. After all
the ideas have been passed around to everyone the outcome is discussed. This is a
good method to generate many ideas without getting stuck as it can be if
brainstorming is done alone (Ullman. 2010).
TRIZ
TRIZ is a Russian acronym for “Theory of inventive machines”. This is a method
developed by the Russian engineer Genrikh Altshuller in 1946. It was made to
precede the development of projects by helping the developers overcome physical
barriers or lack of inspiration. He started studying patents for the Russian
government to see if there were any useful technologies the Russians should know
about. They started to see a pattern, problems that the same principles were used
over and over again in different areas. He started to organize the inventions and
instead of the usually used index system he generalized them into 40 principles.
The idea with TRIZ is that it offers for each problem a corresponding solution
based on one or a few of those 40 principles (Ullman 2010), (Liou and Chen
2011).
3.9
DFA
DFA is an abbreviation for “Design for assembly” which means the product
should be easy to assemble without complicated geometry or parts that can fit in
different places. The number of parts should also be reduced much as possible to
make the assembly go faster. There are 13 different guidelines to make the DFA
successful (Ullman 2010).
1. Overall component count should be minimized.
2. Make minimum use of separate fasteners.
3. Design the product with a base component for locating other components.
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4. Do not require the base to be repositioned during the assembly.
5. Make the assembly sequence efficient.
6. Avoid component characteristics that complicate retrieval.
7. Design components for a specific type of retrieval, handling and mating.
8. Design all components for end-to-end symmetry.
9. Design all components for symmetry about their axes of insertion.
10. Design components that are not symmetric about their axes of insertion to
be clearly asymmetric.
11. Design components to mate through straight-line assembly, all from the
same direction.
12. Make use of chamfers, leads and compliance to facilitate insertion and
alignment.
13. Maximize component accessibility.
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4. Results
In this chapter the results will be presented with the information from
“methodology” and the “theoretical framework” chapter.
4.1
Criteria
The criteria of the robot can be seen below, requirements and wishes. In appendix
1, the wishes are weighted to each other in order to see how important each of
them is in relation to each other. The table is taken from Freddy Olsson’s
Conceptual design and is called pairwise comparison.
Requirements








Motion in all directions and rotation around vertical axis.
Smaller than 450mm tall, long or wide.
Provide camera, “weapon” and sensors.
Be powered from the floor with sliding contacts.
Provide a “smooth ride” so that no vibrations affect the camera quality
notably.
Center of gravity, lower than 1/3 of total robot height.
The robot shall consist of a chassis on which one can put on a
customizable outer shell which gives the looks of the robot.

Wishes
The weight factor is shown after each wish.











As small as possible. (0,02)
Use standard components as much as possible. (0,10)
Enable as big degree of freedom as possible for designing an outer shell.
(0,08)
Decent cost. (0,07)
Low weight. (0,06)
Robot performance (speed, acceleration, accuracy). (0,17)
Able to go on leaning surface. (0,06)
Easy to repair (DFA). (0,12)
As low center of gravity as possible. (0,14)
As smooth ride as possible. (0,18)

4.2
Evaluations
The evaluations that have been made to generate the final concept will be
described and motivated in this section with evaluation methods such as Pugh’s
method. All the concepts and evaluations can be seen in appendixes. The concepts
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have been generated with the idea generating method brainstorming and
discussions. The project has been divided into smaller parts such as number of
wheels, wheel suspensions, shell connections, head and some more. For each part
concepts have been generated and evaluated.
4.2.1 Evaluation: Wheels
How many wheels and what kind?
In order to begin the concept generation in a good way it is first necessary to
determine how many wheels the robot should have and also what kind of wheels
There are three basic concepts to choose from: 1) three wheels using omni wheels,
2) four wheels using mecanum wheels or omni wheels, 3) Three ordinary wheels
put on digitally controlled swivels.
In order to determine which of these three concepts to continue with, a “pro-con
analysis” and a “decision matrix” is made (see appendix 2).
From Pugh’s method (see appendix 2), concept 1 was the best idea and will be
used for further work.
4.2.2 Selection of electrical components
Since selection of electrical components is not the main responsibility for this
project Magnus have had a large impact on the choice and the authors have
created the design after the electrical components. The choice of motors has
though been discussed with Magnus and the conclusion was to use Lego
Mindstorms motors for the driving and the rotation of the camera. Inside the Lego
Mindstorms motor it’s a brushed motor. There are many other types of motors that
also could work but the benefits of having this Lego Mindstorms motors was
larger than the benefits of other motors. Brushed motors, as it´s in the Lego
Mindstorms motor, are very simple. They have a low price and don’t require any
advanced speed controls. They do though have to be replaced more often than for
example brushless motors of this size due to wear. The robot will also have some
ultrasonic sensors to measure distances to the surroundings which is also a
component from Lego Mindstorms. Lego Mindstorms does also have a computer
where all the electronics are connected.
Magnus thinks the use of Lego Mindstorms electrical components is good for
many reasons, for example it´s easy to program, components are cheap and easy
to get. He does also want the robot to be easy to handle both in a mechanical
perspective but also in a software perspective so almost anyone could build their
own robot.
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Since the motors are made for lightweight structures made by other Lego
components and the robot that is being developed in this project will be heavier
some research and calculations of the motors have been done to verify they have
enough performance and durability. See appendix 8 for calculations.
4.2.3 Selection of wheel suspension
The arrangements and the fastenings of the motor and stabilizations of the wheel
axle will be evaluated with Pugh’s matrix.
Stabilization of wheel axle
To prevent the wheel axle from bending, another fastening point than the motor
will be placed to make sure the wheel axis will be horizontal. If the wheel axis is
not horizontal the wheel will not be vertical either. If the Omni wheel is not
vertically only one of the two rollers around the wheel will be in contact with the
ground. This might cause small vibrations which will make the pictures from the
camera dizzy and reduce the gaming experience.
In Pugh’s matrix (see appendix 3) an evaluation of some wheel stabilization
concept has been done. The result shows that concept 2 and 7 was the best and
will be further looked into.
The concepts are quite similar but they have some differences. In concept 7 the
motor is stabilized between the two supports which will reduce the loads on the
motor. Concept 2 is only supporting the motor on the outer side of the wheel
which will make the motor take some of the load.
The author’s refined concept 2 and 7 a bit more, see appendix 3 for more details
of these concepts.
After discussions regarding the refined concepts the authors decided to use
concept 7d (see figure 4.1), because the motor will not be affected of the loads.
This will increase the lifetime of the motor and axle and reduce the number of
repairs. With this concept it is easier to get a precise fitting of the parts and to
assemble. The cost of the solution will also be lower with standard components
such as aluminum angled profiles instead of bending the plates or other special
made parts.
To prevent the drive axle to get worn from the holes in the aluminum angles, a
plastic pipe will be placed inside as a bushing. This is much cheaper than placing
a bearing and the diameter of the Lego axle is not standard either. To prevent the
drive axle and wheel to move horizontally the axle can be locked in place with a
Lego bush on each side of the wheel.
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To fix the motor to the chassis a block was made placed at the back of the motor
between the plastic holes.

Figure 4.1: Final concept of wheel suspension

4.2.4 Selection of ultrasonic sensor attachment
To attach the ultrasonic sensor, some concepts have been generated to evaluate.
The number of sensors will be five. This because each sensor have +/- 30 deg
cover angle which means six sensors will cover the entire circle. With 5 sensors
some degrees will not be covered but evaluations and discussions with Magnus
ended in that it´s not of any big importance if there are a 12 degree blind spot
between the sensors. There will not be any objects that are that small so it will not
be covered by the rest of the sensors. The sensor does also have to be placed on
the upper section since there will be no place on the same section as the wheels
are mounted to. The evaluation of attachments can be seen in appendix 4.
From the evaluation concept 3 and 4 was the best. Concept 4 would though
require some extra work with the chassis plates to be able to use and it´s possible
it would fit loosely, while concept 3 can be used right away with only two drilled
holes fastened with two screws and nuts. Therefore concept 3 will be used (see
figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Final concept of ultrasonic sensor attachment
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4.2.5 Selection of distances between chassis plates
After doing some concepts for the overall layout of the robot it was quickly
discovered that the robot should have a dual-deck chassis consisting of two
chassis plates and some kind of distancing rods holding them apart as one piece.
A reason for this is that the chassis itself should be quite small and the Lego
motors are quite big and doesn’t allow any space for the ultrasonic sensors.
Therefore they have to be mounted somewhere above the motors. Another reason
for this is that the so called head of the robot have to have a mounting point,
which there is no place for at the bottom plate of the chassis. It also makes the
frame robust. Three concepts were made for these distancing rods.
Concept 2 was the winner (see figure 4.3) and will be used for the robot. The
evaluation can be seen in appendix 5.

Figure 4.3: Final concept of the distances between chassis plates

4.2.6 Selection of head attachment
The head is where the camera and weapon will be put on. It needs to be able to
rotate 360° controlled by a Lego motor. Some concepts was made and evaluated
in a Pugh’s matrix. Concepts and Pugh’s matrix can be seen in appendix 6.
From the evaluation it was decided to use concept 4 (see figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Final concept of head attachment
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4.2.7 Selection of electricity supply for the head
The data communication between the head and the Lego Mindstorms computer
will be wireless. The cellphone which will be placed on the head plate will though
have to get electricity to charge the battery. Some concepts were developed and
evaluated to solve this problem. The concepts and the Pugh's matrix can be seen
in appendix 7. Concept 3 was the winning concept according to the Pugh's matrix
and will be the concept which will be used in the robot (see figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Final concept of electricity supply for the head

This concept was refined a bit (see figure 4.6) where the + pole was connected to
the drive axle with a sliding contact (on which a cable then is soldered). Some
different concepts were developed but this one was chosen by discussion.

Figure 2: Final concept of electricity supply for the head (drive axle)

4.2.8 Fastening of outer shell
Some concepts were made for fastening the outer shell to the robot. This part was
evaluated by discussions. There are many possibilities for fastening the shell. One
could be to put Velcro on the ultrasonic sensors and the shell to fasten it with. The
final solution was to make three pockets on the edge of the upper chassis plate
where the shell can be fitted in. It should though be tested what´s best when a
prototype has been made.
4.2.9 Attachments for weapon sensors
When the attachments for sensors were discussed in more detail and ideas were
brainstormed the conclusion was that the best way was to attach the sensors
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directly on the outer shell and then just connect the sensors with a cord to the
circuit board located on the chassis.
4.3
Material selection
There are many different materials possible to use for the components of the
robot. For example steel, aluminum, carbon fiber, glass fiber, wood and plastic are
some of them. When it comes to metals it is good to have uniform materials so
that galvanic corrosion not appears. Since many of the components in the robot
are standard components (angled aluminum profiles) the material is already
specified. A wish for the robot was to use as much standard components as
possible. Those standard components are often in steel or aluminum, and for those
aluminum was chosen because of the low weight which also was a wish. In order
to not mix different metals the chassis plates are also made of aluminum because
of the low weight ant that it is easy to process. For the chassis plates fiber
materials or steel could also be used. Fiber materials would be much more
expensive and not as easy to process. It cannot be threaded like aluminum and
steel, which is a wanted feature at some parts. Steel is very strong but much
heavier than aluminum. From the factors mentioned above aluminum will be the
material used for the robot since it´s light and strong.
The screws could be of either aluminum or stainless steel. The head plate and the
bent neck part are in contact with the steel of the “Lazy Susan” thrust and should
therefore be anodized in order to prevent galvanic corrosion.
4.4
DFA
DFA is an Abbreviation for “design for assembly”. The robot was designed to
fulfill the requirements and to fulfill the wishes as good as possible but also to be
as easy to handle as possible. To make it easy to handle all parts are screwed
together. Only one type of screw will be used (M5) to reduce the number of
different screws to think of when assembling the robot. It will make assemble go
faster and a wrong screw would not be picked by mistake. The parts have also
been placed independently of other parts to decrease the time of the repairs.
Regarding the screws and nuts; all nuts could have been eliminated by having
threaded holes in the chassis plates instead of nuts. This would have decreased the
number of parts which is good for DFA and it would not be deleterious to the
strength. There would though be a bigger risk that the screws unscrew themselves
compared to when using a nylon lock nut, especially since the thickness of the
chassis is only 3mm. Therefore the use of lock nuts is chosen to secure the screws
from unscrewing themselves. Thread locking could be an alternative, but the risk
is expected to be smaller with lock nuts.
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4.5
DFR
DFR is an abbreviation for “Design for Reliability”. To evaluate potential errors
of the product and increase the reliability FMEA or fault tree analysis is often
used. A FMEA has been done to evaluate potential errors and solutions to them.
See appendix 10 for details.
4.6
FEM-Analysis
Since the robot is very small and will not be affected from any larger scales of
forces the robot will most likely not ever break within some years due to fatigue.
To be sure it´s strong enough a simple FEM analysis was made. See appendix 9.
The stresses are not even close to the material´s limit which is between 200 and
600 MPa and the deformations were very small (0.1 mm). As seen in appendix 9
the largest stress in a single point is 21.5 MPa. The surrounding points are not that
high (about 10 MPa) which means that this singularity stress is not correct. The
average of the surrounding stresses should be looked at instead to get a more
realistic value.
4.7

Final concept

Figure 4.7: Final concept of whole robot

The results of all evaluations are put together into a final solution (see figure
4.7).The robot's main chassis consists of two chassis plates and will be driven by
three omni wheels which are suspended on angled aluminum profiles that are
standard components. The electronics will be based on the Lego Mindstorms
system and consist of the main computer (the NXT Brick), Lego Mindstorms
NXT motors and some ultrasonic sensors for distance measuring (so the robot
won't collide with surroundings). On the top of the chassis there is a rotating head
which is where the camera and weapons are mounted. For camera and wireless
controlling of the robot a cell phone is used.
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The robot is supposed to take electrical DC power from conductive metal strips on
the floor with sliding contacts. The power is then delivered though different
circuit boards to the different electronic devices. For powering the phone which is
fitted on the rotating head, a special solution is developed, where one pole goes
through a sliding contact and the axle that controls the rotation of the head, and
the other pole goes through the chassis.
The robot fulfills all requirements set by Magnus except that the sliding contacts
to the floor have not been made and the mountings of camera and weapon (see
chapter 5.1.1 for explanations). For instance it can move in any direction, and it
consists of a big part of standard components, (which though many of them need
some holes drilled into them) and it opens up the possibility to design an outer
shell quite freely. Magnus is satisfied with the final concept.
The project mostly concerned the mechanical design of the robot and did not
include the design of an outer shell. The electrical components such as motors,
sensors and other devices were though discussed with Magnus since it has a quite
large impact on the mechanical design. The final choices of electrical components
were though Magnus responsibility. The sensors for the weapons (infrared) are
supposed to be fitted on the outside of the shell and were therefore not taken into
account in this project, such as other electronic parts. Other electrical components
such as circuit boards have though been taken in account and space is available
for them.
More pictures of the final concept can be seen in appendix 12.
4.7.1 Standard and special made components
The standard components used are all the Lego components, the “Lazy Susan”
bearing, the plastic pipes used as bushings, omni wheels and all the angled
aluminum profiles are standard components. The angled aluminum profiles needs
to be drilled into though. Screws and nuts are also standard components.
A list of all the standard components and vendors can be seen in appendix 11.
Components that need to be special made are the two chassis plates, the fastening
point of the motor, the support between the chassis plates, the mounting of the
head, the head base plate and the sliding contact that supplies power to the head.
4.7.2 BOM
A bill of material has been made where all the ingoing components are listed. See
appendix 13.
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5. Conclusions
Since it’s a concept development project the model haven’t been tried out and it´s
likely some parts might have to be reworked a bit more after it has been tested.
The project does though give a great example about how a functional product
could look like.
There are still though some things that need to be made.
The results of all evaluations are put together into a final solution. The complete
product can be seen in figure 4.7.


All the requirements have been fulfilled except the sliding contacts from
the floor (se chapter 5.1.1).



The mounting for camera and weapons have not been completed because
of too many unknown factors so far. The head is though supplied with
power to the camera and weapon and can rotate freely.



The sensor for the weapons was discussed with Magnus and was decided
to be put on the outer shell. Therefore these sensors have not been
concerned.



The robot is very simple made with only one type of screw and nuts to
make the assemblies and disassembles easy. A wish was to use as much
standard components as possible which is achieved. Some of the
components such as the chassis plates are too specified which means they
have to be special made.



The robot is 350 mm in diameter which is smaller than the requirement



To make the robots weight low as possible aluminum was chosen as
material. The weight of the robot is about 2.5kg which is considered as
low.



The cost of the robot should also be low. Lego components are relatively
cheap and the angled aluminum profiles are very cheap as well. The parts
that cost a bit to produce are the chassis plates and the mounting of the
head. These components though will most likely not break within a long
period of time.
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A disadvantage with this kind of omni wheels is that it have to be
perpendicular to the floor, otherwise it will not be a smooth ride.



An outer shell was not made since it was not a part of the project.

5.1.1 Recommendations for further activities
The next step that needs to be done is to create a prototype to ensure the function
and evaluate eventual improvements or changes in the design.
The design of the head is not finished because there are so many unknown factors
that affects the design such as which phone to use (size), the selection of weapons
and the overall look of the head which goes much into the area of designing the
outer shell and the looks of the robot. Therefore the head is just a basic concept
that needs to be further developed. It consists of a plate with all mounting points
to the bearing and is connected to the power supply for the camera and weapon
and the motor rotating it. What is needed to be done here is to decide camera,
weapon and the attachment of them. Then the head plate might also have to be
adapted in size and shape depending on the camera and weapon size and
arrangements of them.
The Lego axles for the wheels are not very strong since it’s made of plastic and is
quite thin. The weight of the robot could be a crucial force to the Lego axles.
Since the robot is though very light weighted the three axles should be enough to
hold the weight. When the robot is completed with all the electronics mounted and
the shell put on it will weigh a bit more. This should be tested and if the strength
isn’t good enough it should be changed to a Lego metal axle or another stronger
solution.
Discussions with Magnus about the number of ultrasonic sensors that should be
used ended in that 5 would be enough. The sensors have a cover area of +/- 30°
which means that 5 sensors will cover 300°. It could be good to make tests with
the prototype to ensure that 5 sensors are good enough even with this small “blind
spots”. If it´s not good enough another sensor might have to be added.
The sliding contacts that will supply the power from the floor have not been
evaluated. There is no decent information available on the supplier’s webpages
about the sliding contacts. They have been contacted regarding different possible
sliding contacts without any success.
Regarding the screws and bolts it would be good to evaluate or test if it´s better to
thread the baseplates instead of using nuts. That would improve the DFA.
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Finally the electrical components need to be connected and programmed and an
outer shell needs to be designed to give the robot a good appearance.
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6. Critical review
6.1
Environmental and sustainable aspects
The environmental aspects in this project are mostly related to the choice of
material. Since it’s a small scale idea and the products will serve the purpose for a
long period of time the effect on the environment is not that significant over time.
All parts are made of aluminum which is very strong in relation to the forces the
robot will be exposed to and are expected to be very sustainable since it´s very
unlikely the parts will break. Aluminum is a highly recyclable material and once
it´s produced, which is quite energy consuming, it´s easy and attractive to recycle.
Aluminum is a great material in strength to weight relation. By using aluminum
the product will be lighter than steel had been, easier to control and less energy
consuming during use due to the low weight.
The idea behind the robot is that many robots will be used over long periods of
times every day. It will therefore require quite a lot of energy to run in the long
terms. Important aspects to take in account for the responsible persons of the
gaming are what energy sources being used. The use of the robots will in the long
run have a larger impact on the environmental aspects than the creation of the
parts.
6.2
Economic aspects
The economic aspects in this project have mostly been discussed according to the
products life time. The longer the product can be used the more money is allowed
to spend. The cost limit is not clearly defined but discussions with Magnus have
been held during the time. The parts of the robot will not be exposed to any
critical forces or loads which will increase the life time of the parts. Since no tests
have been done with the robot the maintenance and the cost of the downtime is
not known but it’s expected that it will not require any significant time of
maintenance of the mechanical parts.
6.3
Literature
The methods that have been followed in this project have been related to product
development (Ullman 2010) and (Olsson 1995). Those methods have been
evaluated and compared to each other. They are well known and proven to be
reliable by both the authors and others.
The product development literature has been of great importance to make sure all
important steps are included in the development process.
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Most of the articles used in the theoretical parts have been collected via HH:s
article database and are scientifically reviewed.
6.4
Ethical and social aspects
With this product and idea of gaming a new community for the users will appear
where they can discuss the game and the robots for further development of the
idea. Everyone can play this game no matter age or sex. As in any other computer
game the risk of the user spending too much time at the computer in an unhealthy
way is a factor to keep in mind.
A lot of discussions and research have been done the last years accordingly how
the violent games affects the player. Some claims that some of the players have a
higher risk of becoming violent in the society and some claims the opposite. This
game will not affect the players more than any other game in the same genre. It
will most likely affect the players less since it will not include many of the
contributing factors mentioned in the discussions according the violent behavior
of the players.
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Appendix 1: Pairwise comparison, wishes
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Appendix 2: Pro and con evaluation of wheels and Pugh’s
method
Pro-con analysis
The Pro-con analysis is a simple way to compare advantages and disadvantages. It
is all about lining up all pros and cons and comparing them to each other. When
you have a pro and a con that is of about equal value, they eliminate each other.
Sometimes it can need more than one pro to eliminate one con and vice versa. The
pro and cons will be eliminated until one of the sides are becoming dominant.
This analysis will be used to get a deeper insight of the problems. All the pros and
cons will be valued on a scale from 1-4.
Concept 1: Three wheels using Omni wheels. From this evaluation the concept
received 9 pros and 5 cons which give it 4 pros totally.
Concept 2: Four wheels using mecanum wheels or Omni wheels. From this
evaluation the concept received 8 pros and 5 cons which give it 3 pros totally.
Concept 3: Three ordinary wheels put on digitally controlled swivels. From this
evaluation the concept received 11 pros and 12 cons which give it 1 con totally.

Concept 1: Three wheels using Omni wheels
Pros

Cons

All wheels are always on the ground (to Can be unstable depending on
control movement) (Weight: 3)
acceleration and distance between
wheels (Weight: 2)
Simple design (Weight: 2)

Do not handle sloped areas well
(Weight: 2)

Easy to steer/control movement
(Weight: 4)

Wheels may cause vibration visible
from the on board camera (Weight: 1)

Total: 9

Total: 5

Summary: pros 9 - cons 5 = 4 pros
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Concept 2: Four wheels using mecanum wheels or Omni wheels
Pros

Cons

Stability (Weight: 2)

Need some kind of suspension in order
for all wheels to be in contact with the
ground (necessary for control) (Weight:
2)

Easy to steer/control movement
(Weight: 4)

Do not handle sloped areas well
(Weight: 2)

Simple design (Weight: 2)

Wheels may cause vibration visible
from the on board camera (Weight: 1)

Total: 8

Total: 5

Summary: 8 pros – 5 cons = 3 pros

Concept 3: Three ordinary wheels put on digitally controlled swivels
Pros

Cons

Cheaper wheels (Weight: 1)

Needs two motors for every wheel
(Weight: 2)

Handles slopes (Weight: 2)

Higher center of gravity (Weight: 2)

All wheels are always on the ground
(to control movement) (Weight: 3)

Slower reaction in movement changes
(Weight: 3)

Easy to steer/control movement
(Weight: 4)

More complexity and more components
that can fail. (Weight: 2)

No vibrations from wheels visible
from on board camera (Weight 1)

Heavier (Weight: 1)
Can be unstable depending on acceleration
and distance between wheels (Weight: 2)

Total: 11

Total: 12

Summary: 11 pros – 12 cons = 1 con
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Pugh’s decision matrix
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1
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3
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Appendix 3: Concepts and evaluation of wheel suspension
Concept 1

Wheel directly attached to the motor.
Concept 2

Wheel attached to a support on the outer side and the motor on the inner side.
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Concept 3:
A) Plastic axle
B) Metal axle

A support placed on both sides of the motor.
Concept 4
A) Plastic axle
B) Metal axle

A support plate placed between the wheel and the motor.
Concept 5

Motor support tilted 1-2°. Left fig is under no load and right fig is under load.
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Concept 6

Same as concept 5 but the angle is adjustable.
Concept 7

Two supports, one on each side of the wheel.
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Refined concept 2 and 7
2a)

2b)

7a)
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7b)

7c)

7d)
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Appendix 4: Concepts for mounting of sensors
Concept 1

A Lego piece will be glued on the chassis plate.
Concept 2

An aluminum rectangle placed on the chassis plate with screws from the other
side of the chassis plate.
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Concept 3

Aluminum angle placed on the chassis plate with 2 screws and nuts.
Concept 4

A Lego piece (Technic Cross Block/Fork 2X2) put through two holes in the
chassis plate and connected on the other side with a Lego axle.
Concept 5

Aluminum cut from the chassis plate and bent 90°.
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Appendix 5: Concept and evaluation for distances between
the plates
Concept 1:

This concept consists of a threaded rod and some nuts holding the two plates in
place. The advantages with this concept are that it is made of standard
components and that it allows the wheel angle to be adjusted so that it is exactly
vertical. The drawbacks are that it needs to be carefully adjusted when assembled
and that there might be a very small space for it to fit on the bottom of the lower
chassis plate.
Concept 2:

This concept consists of an aluminum profile part which the two chassis plates are
screwed into. The advantage with this one is that it is very easy to assemble, but in
order for the wheel to be fitted exactly vertical (which is crucial for a good
gaming experience due to vibrations from the wheels) this concept relies on very
good tolerances since the height between the chassis plates cannot be adjusted.
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Concept 3:

This concept is a part of the upper chassis plate which is cut out and bent down to
the lower chassis plate where it is fastened with a screw. The advantage with this
concept is that it is easy to assemble and has a low weight. The drawbacks are that
it is not adjustable and that it is hard to achieve the desired tolerance.
Concept
2
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Appendix 6: Concepts and evaluation of head attachments
Concept 1:

On the chassis plate a “neck” part is placed to get space for the Lego motor. On
this a ball-bearing connects the head piece.
Concept 2:

The head piece and body is connected with a ball-bearing. The motor is placed on
the head piece instead of under.
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Concept 3:

Same as concept 1 but a thrust is used instead of a ball bearing.
Concept 4:

A turntable (“Lazy Susan”) is fastened on the neck piece and the head piece.
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1
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Appendix 7: Concept evaluation for electricity supply for
the head
Concept 1

This concept has a metal ring, insulated from the chassis, which is in contact with
a sliding contact mounted on the head (insulated from the head). This ring and
sliding contact provides the positive pole of the DC current. The negative pole
goes through the chassis.
Concept 2

On this concept the electricity goes through a cable to the head. This concept does
not allow the head to rotate many turns in one direction without turning back.
Because of this, the robot's body will have to turn after the head which leads to
bigger delays in the turning motion.
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Concept 3

On this concept the Lego axle is made of metal. There is a small sliding contact in
contact with the Lego axle which allows the current to go through it. The other
pole of the DC current goes through the chassis.
Concept 4

This concept has a special arrangement of sliding contacts.

Concept 5

As in concept 3 one pole of the current goes through a metal Lego axle. On the
head there is an insulated metal ring which is in contact with a sliding contact
which provides the other pole of the current.
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Appendix 8: Calculations for the Lego NTX motor
These calculations are made to investigate if the Lego NXT motor has well
enough performance for the robot.
The data for the calculation is taken from
http://www.philohome.com/nxtmotor/nxtmotor.htm.
If the system is driven on 9 volts, the motor has the highest power when the
torque, T, is around 20 N.cm, and then the power, P, is 1,7 W.
The wheel has a diameter of 5,8 cm (radius 2,9) and then the horizontal force, F,
between the wheel and the ground becomes the following.
(3)
The forces on the robot will be the following. The purple force vectors are the real
forces on 6,9 N and the green vectors are the forces that the robot actually utilize
(see (4)). With the two wheels together it is 12 N that is pushing the robot forth.
(4)

The robots assumed weight, m, is 4 kg. Then the robots acceleration, a, will be:
(5)
This value should be acceptable.
The motors will probably be loaded with less than 20 N.cm during constant speed,
but this value is chosen in order to get some margin. According to a diagram on
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the web page from where the data is taken the rotational speed, x, of the motor is
81 rpm when loaded with 20 N.cm of torque. That gives a speed by the edge of
the wheel, ve, by (6).
(6)
With respect to the angle of the wheels the real speed of the robot, v, will be
(

)

(

)

(7)

This speed should probably be enough for the robot. The speed will of course
increase if the load is less than 20 N.cm.
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Appendix 9: FEM – Analysis
This is the result of the FEM analysis made in Catia V5. The force applied is 5 kg
which is a lot more than the whole weight of the robot (2,3 kg).
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Appendix 10: FMEA
The FMEA primarily consider the mechanical design of the robot. Electronic
failure includes failure of electronic hardware and software and failure of cables
between components.
FMEA (Failure modes and effects analysis)
Product: Gaming robot
Potential
Potential
Potential
Function
failure
failure
causes of
affected
#
modes
effects
failure
1 Proper
Wheels do Bad gaming Motor failure
movement not turn
experience Wheel works
properly
improper

Drive axle
breaks
2

Head
rotation

3

Robot holds Robot falls
together
apart

4

5

Robot can
not move

Head do not Bad gaming
rotate
experience
Robot
works
improper or
not at all

Electric
Robot gets Robot stops
power to the no electricity working
robot
from the
floor

Vision
(camera
delivers a
good
picture)

Robot
vibrates

Bad picture
quality and
gaming
experience

Camera
mounting
failure

Bad or no
vision

Electronic
failure
Lego Axle
overloaded or
worn out
Motor failure
Electronic
failure
Screws
unscrewing
themself
Component
breaks
Sliding
contacts fails
Conductive
floor strips fail
Electronic
failure
Wheels are not
vertical

Recommended actions
Replace motor
Maintain or replace wheel or
change for a higher quality
wheel
Investigate and solve
Replace with new axle or
change for a stronger axle
solution
Replace motor
Investigate and solve
Use thread lock and/or screw
them thighter
Replace or redesign part
Repair or replace sliding contact
Repair or replace strips
Investigate and solve

Adjust chassis plates distance
with shims or replace the
aluminum angle profile that
suspends the wheel axle. Use
an attenuator.
Uneven ground Smooth out the ground and
or dirt on it
clean the area. Use an
attenuator.
Camera
Fix, replace or change for better
mounting
camera mount
looses its
posotion
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Appendix 11: Components and vendors
This list is only proposals for some places to buy the components from. There
might be other vendors more suitable.
Omni wheels
http://microrobot.sell.everychina.com/p-97490309-58mm-plastic-omni-wheel-forlego-nxt-and-servo-mot.html
Plastic pipes (bushings)
http://www.gpa.se/nc/produkter/produktvisning/r/catalog/c/product/a/view/cat/345
2/s/11549/prod/pvc25/
Swivel base for the head (“Lazy Susan”)
http://www.theofils.se/produkt/Vridplatta-1020--22886.aspx
Screws: 3.5mm to turntable (“Lazy Susan”)
http://www.moddiy.com/products/M3.5-x-7.7mm-Silver-Screws%28TM6%23%252d32X7.7%29.html
http://www.moddiy.com/categories/Screws-%26-Bits/M3.5-%7C-3.5mm-Screws(Case-%7B47%7D-HDD-%7B47%7D-PSU-Screws)/
Black Technic, Axle 10 Threaded
http://www.bricklink.com/
Technic Angular Beam 3X7
http://ebrix.se/lego-technic-tillbehor-mekanik-ny/lego-technic-2st-angular-beam3x7-4211624/
LEGO Black Axle 10 (3737)
http://www.brickowl.com/catalog/lego-black-axle-10-3737
Aluminum angled profiles
http://www.aluminiumspecialisten.se/
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Appendix 12: Pictures of final concept
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Appendix 13: Bill of material

Bill of material
Product: Gaming robot
Part Qty Name
1
1 Lower chassis plate
2
1 Upper chassis plate
3
6 Support between chassis plates
4
3 Aluminum angle profile 60x40x30x3
5
3 Aluminum angle profile 30x30x30x3
6
3 LEGO Black Axle 10 (3737)
7
3 Rear motor fastening
8
5 Aluminum angle profile 20x20x25x3
9
1 Head plate
10
1 Thrust ("Lazu Susan" bearing)
11
1 Mounting for head
12
1 LEGO Technic Angular Beam 3X7 (4211624)
13
1 Sliding contact to head drive axle
14
1 Lego Technic, Axle 10 Threaded (steel)
15
6 Bushings (PVC Plastic pipes)
16
3 Omni wheels
17
5 Lego Mindstorms NXT Ultrasonic sensor
18
3 Lego Mindstorms NXT Interactive servo motor
19
1 Lego Mindstorms NXT Inteligent brick
20
9 LEGO Half Bushing (32123)
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Date: 2015-05-04
Material
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Plastic
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Steel
Aluminum
Plastic
Copper
Steel
Plastic
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Plastic
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Appendix 14: Drawings
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